
Change . . . isn’t going anywhere. In fact, it’s more a part of your everyday life than it ever was. How is it working 

for you? Are you happy and fulfilled? Or do you often feel stuck, overwhelmed, stressed out, and defeated? Are 

you sometimes at a loss for how to move past adversity, challenge, heartbreak, or negativity? Has your life 

become unrecognizable from the dreams you once had? You are not alone. Life can be a daring, yet scary 

adventure. In her new book, Shift, Shed & Shine, Susan Young shares the powerful lessons she learned from her 

own personal journey through massive life change.  Join Susan as she shares uplifting insights, powerful principles, 

and life changing strategies to help you get unstuck and moving into the direction of your dreams. It is time to live 

your best life now and BE SIMPLY SENSATIONAL! 

Shift your mindset to embrace change  

Shed limiting beliefs, habits, and hang-ups that hold you back 

Shine in your true potential to live your best life now 

Bounce back from adversity   

Get UN-STUCK from life’s familiar gaps, traps, and obstacles 

MIND THE GAP and why doing so makes ALL the difference 

FLIP the NEGATIVITY switch so prevalent in today’s ‘self-talk’ 

UNLOCK life transforming tips to Rev Up Your Resilience 

Shift internal and external dialogue from WOE to WOW! 

Learn from life’s lessons and emerge as a stronger,  

more authentic and EMPOWERED person 

Steer clear of the coulda’s, shoulda’s, woulda’s that can keep you 
trapped in what was. Shift your mindset to success and lead a life filled 
with more BALANCE, JOY, and PURPOSE than ever before. Shift, Shed & 
Shine will change the way you think, act, and feel. And then? It will help 
ignite your spirit to springboard to the success you’ve always wanted.  

In It You’ll Learn the  Action Steps to . . . 

Ready to take  Change By Storm? 
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